
FundraisingMastery

SESSION 2



1. Introduction & Good News (10 minutes) 

2. Leaderboard (2 minutes)  
3. Overview (10 minutes) 
4. Tilling Recap (10 Minutes) 
5. Exercise - Practice Quick Pitch (20 minutes) 

6. Questions (10 minutes) 
7. Intro to Planting (10 Minutes) 
8. Assignments (10 minutes) 
9. Questions (10 Minutes)

Agenda for Today



Introductions  
& Good News



Leaderboard



Overview



Phase 1: Strategy Working together we define the process of the fundraise (the steps we will use and in what order from the 
beginning to the end). This includes pacing the raise (solidifying at the outset how we know each step is complete, and we can 
move on to the next one) 

Phase 2: Preparation. We work together to get you to a point of absolute certainty about the raise, including: 
• Refining and finalizing "the story" of the raise, including how to tell the story of the company, the opportunity, the product, 

the market, the team, etc.  
• Refining and finalizing pitch materials (deck, exec summary, teaser deck) 
• Identifying, creating and managing our investor list. Setting up funnels.   

Phase 3: Execution 
• Defining and executing a strategy to line up high qualify introductions to every investor on our list (sometimes this will be easy 

if they are in our network, sometimes it will be more involved and can even include PR and paid advertising strategies to 
build awareness among our target communities and individuals) 
• Planning and executing a strategy of engagement with investors in a condensed time period in order to build buying desire 

and generate multiple term sheets 
• Ongoing coaching at every step of the process to refine the process the pitch and get more efficient at closing investors.  
• Assistance filling out the round after the term sheet with the chosen lead investor has been signed.  
• Assistance closing the round and handling any legal, process or other problems that might arise near the end. 

TILLING

Knowledge

Execution



PROVEN PROCESS.
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Tilling Recap



Phase 1: Strategy Working together we define the process of the fundraise (the steps we will use and in what order from the 
beginning to the end). This includes pacing the raise (solidifying at the outset how we know each step is complete, and we can 
move on to the next one) 

Phase 2: Preparation. We work together to get you to a point of absolute certainty about the raise, including: 
• Refining and finalizing "the story" of the raise, including how to tell the story of the company, the opportunity, the product, 

the market, the team, etc.  
• Refining and finalizing pitch materials (deck, exec summary, teaser deck) 
• Identifying, creating and managing our investor list. Setting up funnels.   

Phase 3: Execution 
• Defining and executing a strategy to line up high qualify introductions to every investor on our list (sometimes this will be easy 

if they are in our network, sometimes it will be more involved and can even include PR and paid advertising strategies to 
build awareness among our target communities and individuals) 
• Planning and executing a strategy of engagement with investors in a condensed time period in order to build buying desire 

and generate multiple term sheets 
• Ongoing coaching at every step of the process to refine the process the pitch and get more efficient at closing investors.  
• Assistance filling out the round after the term sheet with the chosen lead investor has been signed.  
• Assistance closing the round and handling any legal, process or other problems that might arise near the end. 

TILLING

KnowledgeExecution



Tilling Recap
Intention 

(Get Clear on The Destination)
Values Assessment 

(Get Clear on Values)

Certainty 
Assessment 

(Get to Certainty)

Quick Pitch 
(Clear, Concise, Compelling 

Pitch)

Success Booster 
(Shore up weaknesses)



1. Clear, Concise, Compelling (Quick) Pitch With Certainty 
a. Intent is to distill, clarify and sharpen your thinking and storytelling 
b. Quick Pitch is the basis of a 10 second pitch or a 60 minute pitch  
c. Simplicity is KEY.  
d. Investors will remember 1 sentence from your meeting with them.  
e. The quick pitch is designed to form the foundation of your slides, your verbal 

pitches, etc.  
f. Timing is everything - tell the larger story 

2. Lay the foundation for successful investor meetings 

Outcomes of Tilling



Exercise:  

Clear. Concise. Compelling.



Get

Exercise:  

Go through your quick pitch (1-2 
Minutes) 

Group: write down anything that wasn’t 
clear. Give feedback on 3 C’s. 

 



Questions & Comments 
on Tilling



Introduction to Planting



Phase 1: Strategy Working together we define the process of the fundraise (the steps we will use and in what order from the 
beginning to the end). This includes pacing the raise (solidifying at the outset how we know each step is complete, and we can 
move on to the next one) 

Phase 2: Preparation. We work together to get you to a point of absolute certainty about the raise, including: 
• Refining and finalizing "the story" of the raise, including how to tell the story of the company, the opportunity, the product, 

the market, the team, etc.  
• Refining and finalizing pitch materials (deck, exec summary, teaser deck) 
• Identifying, creating and managing our investor list. Setting up funnels.   

Phase 3: Execution 
• Defining and executing a strategy to line up high qualify introductions to every investor on our list (sometimes this will be easy 

if they are in our network, sometimes it will be more involved and can even include PR and paid advertising strategies to 
build awareness among our target communities and individuals) 
• Planning and executing a strategy of engagement with investors in a condensed time period in order to build buying desire 

and generate multiple term sheets 
• Ongoing coaching at every step of the process to refine the process the pitch and get more efficient at closing investors.  
• Assistance filling out the round after the term sheet with the chosen lead investor has been signed.  
• Assistance closing the round and handling any legal, process or other problems that might arise near the end. 

TILLING

KnowledgeExecution



Outcomes of Planting 

1. Create a specific concrete vision of your future 

2. Identify the right investors  

3. Build your funnels  

4. Start PR, building buzz/hype/excitement (Monthly update) 

5. Build the plan 

6. Make a Clear, Concise, Compelling deck 

7. Start talking to people (your group, investors, connectors)



Get

The quick pitch is your map for a 
CLEAR, CONCISE & COMPELLING set 
of intro slides that TELL A STORY.  

The intention of these slides is to SPARK 
CURIOSITY.

Slide 1 - Intro

Slide 2

Slide 3

Slide 4

Slide 5

Slide 6

Slide 7

Slide 8

Slide 9

Slide 10

Slide 11 - 
Closing Slide



Email “Teaser” Deck Presentation Deck

Context Sent via email Presented in person

Intention To spark curiosity & get a meeting
To provide a visual aid in telling the story, 

closing the deal

Slide Contents
Images and text that walk the viewer 

through the opportunity / tell a simple story
Mostly images so people listen and don’t 

try to read

Level of Detail High level concept and opportunity
Tell a compelling story / More detail with 

ancillary slides that go into detail / answer 
all questions

Number of Slides 8-13 15-30 or more 

Two Sets of Slides 



Assignments:  

1. Complete GetFunded Module 3 
a. Complete Ex. 5 Specific Future (GF Lesson 19) 
b. Complete Ex. 6 Smart Money Work Sheet (GF Lesson 20) 
c. Build your funnels (GF Lesson 21) 
d. Send your monthly update (GF Lesson 24) 
e. Complete Ex. 7 Six Month Traction Plan (GF Lesson 25) 

2. Make a CLEAR, CONCISE & COMPELLING deck based on your Quick Pitch 

3. Schedule and complete a call with your group to show them your 
homework (pitch) and get feedback 

4. Do at least 4 “relationship” meetings 



FundraisingMastery


